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ABSTRACT 1 
A reservation-based autonomous intersection control system, named Autonomous Control of 2 
Urban TrAffic (ACUTA) is presented in this paper. ACUTA manages autonomous vehicles in 3 
the vicinity of an intersection to allow them to pass the intersection without any conflict and few 4 
stops. To address the operational issues identified in previous studies on reservation-based 5 
autonomous intersection management, three operational enhancement strategies were introduced 6 
and incorporated in ACUTA. Along with operational enhancements offered by ACUTA, its 7 
implementation in the standard simulation platform VISSIM is significant. The enhancement 8 
strategies were evaluated and shown to be effective in reducing intersection delay. ACUTA was 9 
modeled as a single-tile and a multi-tile system and simulation experiments were conducted in 10 
VISSIM to evaluate operational performance of both. Performance of single and multi-tile 11 
ACUTA was compared with operational performance of an optimized signalized intersection, 12 
and a four-way stop intersection. Evaluation results demonstrated that compared with the 13 
optimized signal control, Multi-Tile ACUTA increased left turn, right turn and through 14 
capacities by 37%, 32%, and 31%, respectively. As a result, the Multi-Tile ACUTA intersection 15 
caused considerably less delay than the optimized signalized intersection. Single-Tile ACUTA 16 
also resulted in significantly less delay than four-way stop control, when the approach traffic 17 
demand was less than 300 veh/hr. Finally, sensitivity analyses were conducted on ACUTA’s 18 
configurable parameters, identifying the parameters that the intersection delay is sensitive to, 19 
along with their trends in impacting intersection delay. Results of the sensitivity analyses can be 20 
used to optimize the operational performance of ACUTA in future research.  21 
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INTRODUCTION 22 
Traffic congestion is a global issue with increasing traffic demand every year. Federal Highway 23 
Administration (FHWA) estimates that by 2020, 29% of urban National Highway System (NHS) 24 
routes will be congested for much of the day, and 42 percent of NHS routes will be congested 25 
during peak periods (1). A key solution to alleviate future traffic congestion lies in better 26 
management of the existing network to process traffic more efficiently. One of the key 27 
bottlenecks in the transportation system is the signalized intersection.  28 

The application of autonomous vehicles makes it possible to eliminate traditional traffic 29 
signals from the intersection, and hence has the potential to maximize intersection capacity, 30 
significantly enhancing intersection mobility. From a safety perspective, considering that 90% of 31 
road crashes are attributed to driver errors (2), use of autonomous vehicles, is potentially 32 
effective in reducing intersection related crashes. Therefore, autonomous vehicles (vehicles 33 
without human intervention) offer an unprecedented opportunity to address the twin issues of 34 
traffic operations and safety dodging the society today. Autonomous vehicles are under 35 
development by many automotive manufacturers and their wide usage on highway systems is 36 
expected to become reality in the near future. Although potential benefits are expected, how to 37 
take full advantage of autonomous vehicles, and maximize operational performance of 38 
autonomous vehicles at intersections is not fully understood. 39 

Previous studies have investigated both centralized and decentralized strategies for 40 
managing autonomous vehicles at intersections (3-17, 19-20). In fact, the research on the 41 
autonomous vehicles can be dated back to 1990s (21-24). An evaluation study indicated that 42 
among all possible solutions to autonomous intersection control, the reservation-based 43 
centralized control had the best performance in terms of maximizing the intersection capacity 44 
and reducing the delay (17). The mechanism of the reservation-based system is introduced in the 45 
following section of Background and Literature. Another study found that starvation issues may 46 
occur in the reservation-based system when traffic demands on the mainline and side road were 47 
unbalanced (8). Starvation here reflects the scenario that approaching vehicles on the side street 48 
cannot get reservations and form a queue at the entrance of the intersection.  49 

According to a different comparison research, the reservation-based system was 50 
outperformed by the traffic signal when the traffic demand was higher than a certain threshold 51 
and indicated a further investigation on the robustness of reservation-based system is needed 52 
(20). All these facts indicate that issues still exist in the reservation-based system although it has 53 
potential to maximize intersection capacity among all possible solutions. It has to be noted that 54 
none of the exiting studies on autonomous intersection control used standard commercial 55 
microscopic simulation software, such as VISSIM or CORSIM. Customized simulation tools 56 
were used in those studies, which cause that the results from different studies can not be 57 
comparable to each other due to the ununiformed simulation platform.  58 

Therefore, the objective of this research is three-fold: (1) develop an enhanced 59 
reservation-based autonomous intersection control algorithm, named as Autonomous Control of 60 
Urban TrAffic (ACUTA), with potential enhancements that address existing operational issues 61 
and make the system more realistic; (2) develop a VISSIM-based simulation platform to evaluate 62 
ACUTA; and (3) compare ACUTA with 4-way stop control and signal control, as well as 63 
conduct sensitivity analysis to investigate avenues to maximize the performance of ACUTA. 64 

 65 
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BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 66 
Many researchers have explored ideas and algorithms for effective management of autonomous 67 
vehicles at intersections. Both centralized and decentralized control strategies were investigated 68 
in previous studies.  69 

Centralized control features an intersection controller that regulates the entire 70 
intersection. Vehicles only communicate with the central controller to get passing instructions. 71 
Dresnser and Stone were the first to introduce a reservation-based multi-agent system, named as 72 
Autonomous Intersection Management (AIM) (3). In reservation-based system, intersection is 73 
divided into a grid of n by n tiles. When a vehicle approaches an intersection, the driver agent 74 
that represents the vehicle communicates with the intersection manager. Basic mechanism of 75 
AIM is that driver agent sends requests to intersection manager to reserve the intersection for 76 
certain time-spaces needed for traversing the intersection based on vehicle’s estimated arrival 77 
and departure time. Intersection manager checks what and how much resource (tiles) will be 78 
occupied by arequesting vehicle, and identifies whether these requested tiles have already been 79 
reserved by other vehicles. If the tiles are already reserved,, the request will be rejected. 80 
Otherwise a reservation will be made. Vehicle agent is notified by intersection manager whether 81 
the request is approved or rejected. The instruction of travel will be sent to vehicle agent by 82 
intersection manager with approval notice.  83 

In the prototype version of Dresner and Stone’s system, left and right turns were not 84 
allowed and all vehicles traveled at the same speed (3). Dresner and Stone validated their 85 
algorithm using a simulation that they developed, in which they defined certain lane-change and 86 
car following behaviors, signal and stop control operations for comparison purpose, and methods 87 
for estimating throughput volume and delay. The second version of their system was much more 88 
comprehensive by allowing turns and acceleration in the intersection (4, 5). The improved 89 
system was evaluated in their own simulation environment with comparison to stop-control and 90 
signal-control scenarios. The impact of restricting left and right turns being made from 91 
designated lanes rather than from any lanes was also analyzed. Theoretically, in a reservation-92 
based system, the restriction was not necessary. Relaxing the restriction was supposed to provide 93 
more flexibility to drivers. However, results showed that restricted turn conditions resulted in 94 
lower delay than allowing turns from any lane. Dresner and Stone further stated that the results 95 
might be misleading, because the delay incurred by vehicles from lane change maneuvers can 96 
cause longer delay (6). 97 

In later versions of AIM, safety issues were addressed by adding a safety net in the 98 
system (7). Batch processing of reservation requests were also realized to address the starvation 99 
issue due to unbalanced traffic demands on mainline and side road (8, 9).  AIM was finally tested 100 
in a mixed reality platform (10). Most of Stone’s studies resulted in an exceptionally low delay 101 
(< 5 s/veh) at even extremely high traffic demand (i.e. 2100 veh/hr/ln) which even exceeds the 102 
typical saturation flow rate (10). All these results indicate their algorithm performed very well 103 
under high demand. However, these results were obtained using their own simulation tool, rather 104 
than standard commercial simulation packages like VISSIM or CORSIM.  105 

In addition to Stone et al., centralized control system was also investigated by researchers 106 
from France. Wu et al. (12) and Yan et al. (13) studied a theoretical approach to control 107 
autonomous vehicles at an isolated intersection through V2I communications. In their system, 108 
the intersection has only two directions. Yan et al. (14) improved the system by generalizing the 109 
intersection into a common four-way intersection. Approaching vehicles inform the intersection 110 
controller of their position and routing information. The intersection controller decides the 111 
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passing sequence of vehicles. The decision by the controller was optimized. The objective of the 112 
optimization was to minimize total time of clearing all autonomous vehicles at the intersection. 113 
The key point was to decide an optimal vehicle passing sequence. A dynamic programming 114 
algorithm was used to solve this problem. Vehicle passing sequence could dynamically change 115 
when new vehicles enter the control range. No simulation or validation was performed in their 116 
research.  117 

Wu et al. compared both of their centralized control strategies based on dynamic 118 
programing and their negotiation-based decentralized control strategy to an adaptive traffic 119 
controller and reservation-based traffic system developed by Dresner and Stone (3) in terms of 120 
operational performance (19). Results indicated that the reservation-based system performed best 121 
while their centralized and decentralized systems had similar operational performance. They 122 
concluded that despite the fact that reservation-based system maximizes use of space of the 123 
intersection, it lacks considerations of safe distance between two vehicles in both non-conflicting 124 
and conflicting movements. 125 

Vasirani and Ossowski evaluated reservation-based system and compared it to signal 126 
control system (20).  They found that reservation-based system only outperformed traffic signal 127 
when traffic demand is below a certain threshold of about 555 veh/hr/ln. Reservation-based 128 
approach performed worse than traffic signal when traffic volume was higher than a certain 129 
threshold. They concluded that this was because a reservation-based intersection is less robust 130 
than a signal-controlled intersection and performance is very sensitive to traffic demand.  131 

In summary, centralized control can achieve better efficiency by maximizing the use of 132 
all available resources, and is more reliable and safer.  However, it will also cost more to deploy 133 
in the field. Decentralized control has lower cost to implement when compared with centralized 134 
control. Therefore, centralized control is more suitable for urban intersections with heavy traffic, 135 
while the decentralized control works better for rural intersections with light traffic. Among all 136 
centralized control strategies, reservation-based system is the simplest one with the highest 137 
efficiency, although it has some potential issues like starvation and lower performance under 138 
high traffic demand.   139 

 140 
THE ENHANCED RESERVATION-BASED ALGORITHM 141 

Working Mechanism of ACUTA 142 
Considering the superiority of reservation-based system in terms of maximizing intersection 143 
capacity, the next-generation intersection control system developed in this project was based on 144 
First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) reservation-based protocol (2), with enhancements to improve 145 
some operational issues identified in previous studies (2, 9). The system was named Autonomous 146 
Control of Urban TrAffic (ACUTA). Note that ACUTA only applies to the condition that 100% 147 
of the vehicles on the road are autonomous vehicles.  148 

ACUTA utilizes a centralized control strategy for managing fully-autonomous vehicles at 149 
an intersection. All vehicles in ACUTA are autonomous and communicate only to an intersection 150 
controller, namely, intersection manager (IM). An IM regulates the intersection by determining 151 
the passing sequence of all approaching vehicles. Specifically, intersection is divided into a mesh 152 
of n by n tiles, as shown in Figure 1, where “n” is termed as granularity, which is tile density of 153 
the intersection mesh.  154 
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 155 
 156 

 157 
 158 

FIGURE 1 Intersection mesh of tiles and example of vehicle’s possible routing decisions. 159 
In ACUTA, each approaching vehicle sets up a communication connection with the IM 160 

after it enters -IM’s communication range (i.e., 600 ft, which reflects a reasonable 161 
communication range based on existing communication technology). When connected, a vehicle 162 
immediately starts to send IM a reservation request along with its location, speed and routing 163 
information (i.e., making a left/right turn or going straight), indicating its intention to traverse the 164 
intersection. IM processes the reservation request by computing the required time-spaces for the 165 
vehicle to get through the intersection (i.e., intersection tiles that will be occupied by the 166 
requesting vehicle for all simulation steps when it traverses the intersection) based on location, 167 
speed, maximum acceleration rate, and routing information provided by the requesting vehicle. 168 
Acceleration from the requesting vehicle’s current location to the entrance boundary of the 169 
intersection is considered when computing required time-spaces. Using different acceleration 170 
rates can change the required time-spaces significantly. Alternative acceleration rate is between 171 
zero and maximum acceleration rate of the specific vehicle, and is calculated using the following 172 
equation: 173 

 174 

max max

0                                ( 1)
1( 1)      ( 1)

i

i

a i

a a i a i
m

= =

= − − >        (1) 
175 

Where,  αi = ith alternative acceleration rate (ft/s2);  176 
  αmax  = maximum acceleration rate (ft/s2); and, 177 

m = maximum number of internal simulations. 178 
 179 
The maximum acceleration rate is one of the characteristics of the requesting vehicle. 180 

Considering that a high acceleration rate may cause passenger discomfort, maximum 181 
acceleration rate is designed as a configurable parameter in ACUTA and can be simply set as 182 

N 
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maximum comfortable acceleration rate. The number can be defined, and simply changed in 183 
VISSIM simulation environment by adjusting VISSM’s maximum acceleration rate curve. 184 
Vehicles must maintain a constant speed when traversing the intersection. In other words, after a 185 
vehicle’s center point enters the intersection, the vehicle’s speed does not change until it 186 
completely clears the intersection. IM checks whether the required intersection tiles have already 187 
been reserved by other vehicles at every simulation step. If a conflict is detected, another 188 
alternative acceleration rate will be used to compute the required time-spaces, and conflicts will 189 
be checked again based on the updated required time-spaces. This iteration process is called 190 
internal simulation. The maximum number of trials of the alternative acceleration rates is termed 191 
as the maximum number of internal simulations (MAXNIS). Note that for approaching vehicles 192 
with slow speed, the alternative acceleration rate cannot be zero. In other words, slow vehicles 193 
must accelerate to proceed through the intersection and fixed-speed reservation is not allowed for 194 
slow vehicles. This strategy prevents vehicles with slow speeds from occupying too much time-195 
space within the intersection. The “slow” is determined by incorporating the concept of 196 
“Minimum Speed to Allow Fixed-Speed Reservation (MINSAFSR)” in ACUTA system. The 197 
MINSAFSR defines a speed threshold to allow IM to use a zero acceleration rate in internal 198 
simulation. If speed of an approaching vehicle falls below MINSAFSR, zero cannot be used as 199 
an alternative acceleration rate in internal simulation. If all alternative acceleration rates are tried 200 
out in internal simulation and conflicts in reservation still exist, the reservation request will be 201 
rejected; otherwise the reservation request will be approved by the IM. IM automatically rejects 202 
requests from a vehicle that is following a vehicle without a reservation.  203 

After making a decision to reject the reservation request, IM sends a rejection message to 204 
the requesting vehicle with a designated deceleration rate, which is calculated using the 205 
following equation: 206 

2
0

0 0 02( )Dec
va

s d v δ
=

− −         (2) 
207 

Where,  αDec = designated deceleration rate (ft/s2);  208 
 v0 = vehicle’s speed at the time when submitting the request (ft/s); 209 

  S0 = vehicle’s distance from intersection at the time when submitting request (ft);  210 
 δ = vehicle response time (s); and, 211 

d0 = distance from the intersection to the advance stop location (ft). 212 
 213 

Vehicle response time (δ) in Equation (2) is the time interval between the instant when 214 
the vehicle receives the rejection message from the IM and the instant the vehicle applies the 215 
deceleration rate. Variable ‘δ’ is analog to the driver’s perception reaction time in human-216 
operating vehicles. In ACUTA, the default δ is zero, which assumes an ideal condition with 217 
negligible response time. The advance stop location (ASL) (d0) is a special parameter in 218 
ACUTA, which designates a predefined advance stop location other than stop line for vehicles 219 
with rejected reservations. The detailed features of ASL are discussed in the following section. A 220 
vehicle with a rejected reservation request will apply the designated deceleration rate and start to 221 
decelerate as soon as the rejection message is received. The vehicle keeps sending reservation 222 
requests until the request is finally approved by the IM.   223 

If IM approves a reservation request, it sends an approval message to the requesting 224 
vehicle along with a designated acceleration rate that will result in no conflicts with existing 225 
reservations. Timestamps indicating when to end the acceleration and when to completely clear 226 
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the intersection are also sent to the vehicle in the approval message. The approved vehicle will 227 
follow the acceleration instruction as soon as it receives the approval message until the vehicle 228 
completely clears the intersection. 229 

 230 
Modeling the ACUTA Intersection in VISSIM 231 
ACUTA was implemented in VISSIM by using the VISSIM External Driver Model (EDM). 232 
Through EDM, VISSIM provides an option to bypass and replace VISSIM’s internal driving 233 
behavior. During a simulation run, VISSIM calls the EDM DLL at every simulation step to pass 234 
the current state of each vehicle to the DLL. Therefore, in this research, an intersection manager 235 
class was built in the EDM DLL to collect each vehicle’s speed, location, vehicle class, 236 
maximum acceleration rate, length, width, and many other parameters pertaining to the vehicle at 237 
each simulation step. IM processes all reservation requests at the beginning of each simulation 238 
step, and passes its decision and suggested acceleration/deceleration rate to vehicles in the same 239 
simulation step. Vehicles then pass their acceleration/deceleration rates back to VISSIM in the 240 
same simulation step, thus real-time control of each vehicle’s acceleration rate is realized.  241 

ACUTA was modeled at a four-legged intersection with three lanes per direction, as 242 
shown in Figure 2.a. Different from traditional signalized intersections, vehicles can turn from 243 
any lanes in an ACUTA intersection, (shown in Figure 2.b) to eliminate en-route lane changes 244 
required for turning vehicles, which are a significant contributing factor to vehicle delays due to 245 
conflicts caused by vehicle lane change maneuvers. Each lane in the simulation model was built 246 
as a separate link to simplify the simulation model.  247 

Each approach of the intersection is more than 2000 feet long with a fixed lane width of 248 
12 feet. The volume input of each lane is identical, trying to create balanced traffic demands 249 
from all lanes of the intersection. Each lane has three routing decisions: left turn, straight, and 250 
right turn.  The volume assignments to each routing decisions are the same for all lanes, namely 251 
25% for left turn, 60% for through, and 15% for right turn. Figure 2.c illustrates the routing 252 
decisions of a particular lane. The vehicle composition is 93% passenger cars and 7% heavy 253 
vehicles. The speed distribution of traffic is also fixed at a setting equivalent to the 30 mph speed 254 
limit. No priority rules, conflict areas, desired speed decisions, reduced speed areas, traffic 255 
signals, or stop signs are used in the simulation model, because the traffic control of the entire 256 
intersection is governed by the intersection manager only. Figure 2.d illustrates the screenshot of 257 
a simulation run; red vehicles are vehicles that do not have a reservation; green vehicles are 258 
vehicles that have a reservation and are in the process of passing the intersection; and, yellow 259 
vehicles are those that have already cleared the intersection.  260 
 261 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

  
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
(e) 

FIGURE 2 Simulation model of ACUTA intersection. 262 
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Strategies for Operational Enhancement 263 
Previous research identified that unbalance traffic demands could cause a starvation issue where 264 
approaching vehicles on a side street could not get reservations and form a queue at the entrance 265 
of the intersection (8, 9). Slow-speed reservations which can unnecessarily occupy many 266 
intersection resources were also observed in a previous study (5). To address these issues, three 267 
enhancement strategies have been incorporated into ACUTA, to maximize operational 268 
performance of the reservation-based autonomous intersection, as shown by Figure 2.e.   269 

The three enhancement strategies are realized by incorporating the following concepts 270 
into ACUTA: 271 

(1) Advance Stop Location (ASL): ASL designates a predefined advance stop location 272 
other than stop line for vehicles with rejected reservations. ASL is introduced in ACUTA as a 273 
major enhancement strategy to address the slow-reservation-speed issue pertaining to vehicles 274 
stopping at a traditional stop line. By using ASL, vehicles with rejected reservations can stop at 275 
an upstream distance from entrance of the intersection, hence are capable of gaining a higher 276 
speed when reaching the entrance point of the intersection. A higher entrance speed can increase 277 
the chances of a vehicle to get reservation, meanwhile saving the intersection time-space 278 
resources by reducing the vehicle’s total traverse time within the intersection. In ACUTA, the 279 
ASL is configured by the parameter “ASL,” which is in terms of distance from the intersection. 280 

(2) Non-Deceleration Zone (NDZ): NDZ defines a zone in which vehicles do not need to 281 
decelerate if their reservation requests are rejected. There is no upstream boundary for NDZ. The 282 
downstream boundary of NDZ is typically at a location that can ensure that a vehicle can stop at 283 
ASL with a reasonably high deceleration rate (e.g. 15 ft/s2). The downstream boundary of NDZ 284 
is a configurable parameter, which can be set as a specific location which can assure a 285 
comfortable deceleration rate. NDZ can help a vehicle continue to maintain a high traveling 286 
speed even though its reservation request is rejected. This gives the vehicle a better chance of 287 
obtaining a reservation with a later request. On the other hand, a vehicle located downstream of 288 
the boundary of the NDZ needs to decelerate to stop at the ASL. In ACUTA, NDZ is configured 289 
by the parameter “End Boundary of NDZ (EBNDZ)”, which specifies the location of 290 
downstream boundary of NDZ in terms of distance from the intersection. 291 

(3) Priority Reservation (PR) for Queuing Vehicles: the PR gives queuing vehicles a 292 
better chance to get their reservation requests approved by prioritizing processing of their 293 
reservation requests by the intersection manager. PR takes effect only when a certain queue 294 
length is detected by the intersection manager. In ACUTA, two parameters are used to configure 295 
PR, namely, Maximum Speed to be Considered as a Queuing Vehicle (MSQV), and Minimum 296 
Queue Length (MINQL) to activate priority reservation. Once PR is activated, vehicles in queue 297 
have priority for placing reservation requests.  298 

 299 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 300 
Analyses were conducted to evaluate the enhancement strategies and overall operational 301 
performance of ACUTA. Specifically, operational performance was assessed by delay. Results 302 
for left-turn (LT) vehicles, right-turn (RT) vehicles, and through (Thru) vehicles as well as 303 
overall intersection delay are measured. All experiments discussed in this section were 304 
performed using five simulation runs with different random seeds. Each simulation run lasted 305 
2,100 seconds, with the first 300 warm-up seconds dropped from the evaluation. The highest 306 
simulation resolution of 10 simulation steps per second was used. A high simulation resolution 307 
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can achieve a more detailed modeling of the real-world operation of autonomous vehicles which 308 
react much faster than human drivers due to the elimination of human perception reaction time.  309 
 Operational performance was compared between multi-tile ACUTA and a signalized 310 
intersection and between single-tile ACUTA and a four-way stop intersection. Additionally, 311 
sensitivity analyses were conducted to investigate the impact of eight configurable parameters of 312 
ACUTA on operational performance. .  313 
 314 
Evaluation of Operational Enhancement Strategies 315 
In this subsection, effectiveness of the three operational enhancement strategies is examined. 316 
Figures 3.a through 3.c summarize the impact of enabling ASL, NDZ, and PR, respectively on 317 
delay.  Simulations experiments were performed under a high approach demand of 1650 veh/hr. 318 

Figure 3.a compares intersection delays under two scenarios: (1) ASL disabled, and (2) 319 
ASL enabled and set as 35 ft from the intersection. For both scenarios, NDZ is enabled with its 320 
end boundary set to 200 ft from the intersection, and PR was enabled as well, with the MSQV 321 
and MINQL set as 0 mph and 3 veh, respectively. The results indicate that, by enabling ASL, 322 
intersection delay was substantially reduced by approximately 95 s/veh, a 95% reduction in 323 
overall intersection delay.  324 

Figure 3.b compares delay when NDZ was disabled and enabled. When NDZ was 325 
enabled, EBNDZ was set as 200 ft from the intersection. For both scenarios, ASL was enabled 326 
and set as 35 ft from the intersection, and PR was enabled, with MSQV and MINQL set as 0 327 
mph and 3 veh, respectively. The results show that using NDZ resulted in a substantial 50 – 55 328 
s/veh reduction in overall intersection delay, a higher than 90% reduction.  329 

Figure 3.c shows effectiveness of PR. Four simulation scenarios were tested under a near 330 
capacity approach demand of 1800 veh/hr. ASL and EBNDZ were set as 35 ft and 200 ft, 331 
respectively. Other ACUTA parameters of granularity, communication range, number of internal 332 
simulations and MINSAFSR were set as 24, 600 ft, 10, and 30 mph, respectively. The first 333 
scenario was the benchmark scenario in which PR was disabled. In the second, third, and fourth 334 
scenarios, PR was enabled with the maximum speed as queuing vehicle (MSQV) set to 5 mph, 335 
10 mph, and 15 mph, respectively, and MINQL set as 3 veh. Results indicate that when MSQV 336 
was below 15 mph, enabling PR resulted in no improvement in intersection delay; instead, 337 
intersection delay increased by about 2 s/veh. When MSQV was set to 15 mph, the reduction in 338 
delay compared to the benchmark scenario was around 2 s/veh, a 7% reduction in delay. In 339 
summary, PR can reduce delay only when MSQV is set to a large value of 15 mph or perhaps 340 
higher. These results are due to the fact that PR only offers priority for placing the reservation 341 
requests through bypassing the FCFS protocol. PR does not assure the approval of the 342 
reservation requests. The combined benefits from PR and higher traveling speed jointly worked 343 
to get the reservation requests from those queuing vehicles approved.  344 

 345 
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FIGURE 3 Operational enhancements: (a) enhancements with advance stop location 346 

enabled, (b) non-deceleration zone enabled, (c) priority reservation enabled. 347 
 348 
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Multi-Tile ACUTA vs. Signal Control 350 
The granularity of the intersection mesh is one of the most important parameters in ACUTA. If 351 
the granularity is set to one, the entire intersection is undivided and only one vehicle can occupy 352 
the entire intersection at one time. The system in this case is termed as Single-Tile ACUTA. 353 
When the granularity is greater than one, the system is termed as Multi-Tile ACUTA.  354 

In this section, the operational performance of Multi-Tile ACUTA under various traffic 355 
demand conditions was evaluated using the simulation results, and was further compared with 356 
performance of a comparable signalized intersection. The signalized intersection modeled in 357 
VISSIM has a left-turn lane, a through lane, and a shared through and right-turn lane designated 358 
to each approach. Traffic demands for each movement were identical between the Multi-Tile 359 
ACUTA model and the signalized intersection model. Other parameters except lane 360 
configurations are all identical between the two models.  361 

For each traffic demand condition, five simulation runs with different random seeds were 362 
performed. Each simulation run lasted 2,100 seconds, with the first 300 warm-up seconds 363 
dropped from the evaluation. Specifically, the demand for each approach increased from 150 to 364 
2850 veh/hr to cover the possible range of traffic demands. Proportions of traffic demands for 365 
left turn, through and right turn movements were fixed as 25%, 60%, and 15%, respectively for 366 
all the simulation runs. Specific demands by movement are summarized in Table 1. For the 367 
signalized intersection model, signal timing was optimized using Highway Capacity Software 368 
(25). Optimization was conducted for each tested traffic demand. Table 1 lists phasing and 369 
optimized timings for the signalized intersection along with the corresponding optimized cycle 370 
lengths.  371 
 372 
TABLE 1 Traffic Demand Inputs and Optimized Timing Plan 373 

Approach Demand 
by Movement (veh/hr) Signal Timing Plan 

Phase Timing (s) 

Approach 
Traffic 

Demand 
(veh/hr) 

LT Thru RT Cycle Length (s) 
    

150 38 90 23 40 6 6 6 6 
300 75 180 45 40 6 6 6 6 
600 150 360 90 60 6 16 6 16 
900 225 540 135 60 6 16 6 16 

1050 263 630 158 60 6 16 6 16 
1200 300 720 180 90 10 28 9 27 
1350 338 810 203 90 10 28 9 27 
1500 375 900 225 110 12 35 12 35 
1650 413 990 248 110 12 35 12 35 
1800 450 1080 270 110 12 35 12 35 
1950 488 1170 293 110 12 35 12 35 
2100 525 1260 315 110 12 35 12 35 
2400 600 1440 360 120 12 39 13 40 
2850 713 1710 428 120 12 39 13 40 

 374 
Operational performances of Multi-Tile ACUTA and optimized signal control were 375 

assessed by delays, which were obtained directly from VISSIM’s output. Volume-to-capacity 376 
(v/c) ratios for left turn, right turn and through movements as well as the overall intersection v/c 377 
ratio were also computed for both Multi-Tile ACUTA and optimized signal control. When 378 
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computing v/c ratios, capacity (c) was measured as the maximum throughput among all demand 379 
conditions, while volume (v) was directly obtained from VISSIM’s output for that specific 380 
demand condition.  381 

Based on simulation results, capacities for different movements at the signalized 382 
intersection were identified to be 366 veh/hr, 218 veh/hr, and 908 veh/hr for left turn, right turn, 383 
and through movements, respectively. Capacity for an entire approach of the signalized 384 
intersection was 1480 veh/hr. Capacities for left turn, right turn, and through movements of an 385 
approach of the Multi-Tile ACUTA intersection were measured to be 501 veh/hr, 288 veh/hr, 386 
and 1185 veh/hr, respectively. Capacity for an entire approach of the Multi-Tile ACUTA 387 
intersection was 1974 veh/hr. Comparing Multi-Tile ACUTA with signalized control, Multi-Tile 388 
ACUTA successfully increased left turn, right turn and through capacities by 37%, 32%, and 389 
31%, respectively. The overall approach capacity was increased by 33% by implementing Multi-390 
Tile ACUTA.    391 
 392 
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FIGURE 4 Operational performance of Multi-Tile ACUTA with comparison with 393 
optimized signalized intersection: (a) left-turn delay, (b) right-turn delay, (c) through delay, 394 

and (d) overall intersection delay 395 
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TABLE 2 Comparison of Operational Performances between Multi-Tile ACUTA and Optimized Signal Intersection 396 

Optimized Signalized Control Multi-Tile ACUTA (default setting) 
v/c ratio Delay (s/veh) v/c ratio Delay (s/veh) 

Approach 
Traffic 

Demand 
(veh/hr) 

LT Thru RT Overall LT Thru RT Overall LT Thru RT Overall LT Thru RT Overall 

150 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 7.36 15.54 17.06 13.70 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

300 0.22 0.19 0.20 0.20 9.26 15.90 17.26 14.34 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
600 0.45 0.39 0.39 0.40 13.12 17.72 20.74 16.90 0.31 0.28 0.31 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
900 0.65 0.59 0.59 0.61 21.52 19.74 22.48 20.62 0.49 0.43 0.45 0.45 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.02 

1050 0.75 0.69 0.69 0.71 36.24 21.04 24.38 25.48 0.55 0.51 0.53 0.52 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.38 
1200 0.84 0.79 0.79 0.81 53.62 28.70 32.56 35.66 0.62 0.59 0.61 0.60 0.98 0.70 0.76 0.78 
1350 0.90 0.88 0.89 0.89 118.72 35.82 38.68 56.86 0.70 0.67 0.67 0.68 1.46 1.48 1.64 1.50 
1500 0.92 0.96 0.95 0.96 186.70 53.02 56.64 85.44 0.77 0.76 0.74 0.76 2.82 2.30 2.14 2.42 
1650 0.97 0.98 0.99 0.99 230.04 81.46 84.82 117.90 0.84 0.83 0.83 0.83 5.16 4.98 4.32 4.94 
1800 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.99 278.72 133.74 137.08 169.42 0.90 0.90 0.87 0.89 25.70 24.78 24.12 24.90 
1950 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.99 298.04 161.54 162.30 194.98 0.91 0.91 0.89 0.91 97.00 100.20 97.86 99.04 
2100 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00 331.78 182.34 184.22 218.32 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.99 102.20 104.04 102.52 103.34 
2400 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.99 336.26 206.02 204.48 237.88 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.96 198.72 205.50 200.64 203.06 
2850 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.99 355.66 211.78 213.28 247.86 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 227.24 231.28 226.52 229.58 

 397 

 398 
 399 
 400 
 401 
 402 
 403 
 404 
 405 
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All evaluation results including the v/c ratios and delays are summarized in Table 2. The 406 
signalized intersection reached the 0.99 overall v/c ratio when the approach traffic demand was 407 
around 1650 veh/hr, while Multi-Tile ACUTA did not reach the 0.99 overall v/c ratio until the 408 
approach traffic demand reached 2100 veh/hr. These facts indicate that the Multi-Tile ACUTA 409 
intersection can process 450 extra vehicles per hour per approach without being oversaturated 410 
when compared with the optimized signalized intersection.   411 

Figure 4 depicts the relationships between the delays and traffic demands. Figures 4.a 412 
through 4.c illustrate the delays for left turn, right turn, and through movements, respectively. 413 
These figures indicate that operational performance of different traffic movements in Multi-Tile 414 
ACUTA was very balanced as delays for left-turn, right-turn, and through movements were 415 
similar under all traffic demand conditions. Overall intersection delay shown in Figure 4.d was 416 
computed by taking weighted average of delays for all the movements. According to Figure 4.d, 417 
overall intersection delay for Multi-Tile ACUTA remained at an extremely low level (under 5 418 
s/veh) when approach traffic demand was less than 1650 veh/hr, while signalized intersection 419 
already started to operate at near capacity conditions when approach traffic demand reached 420 
1350 veh/hr. Delay for Multi-Tile ACUTA started to increase rapidly when traffic demand 421 
reached 1800 veh/hr. However, delays were still significantly less than delays for signalized 422 
intersection for approach traffic demands greater than 1800 veh/hr and less than 2100 veh/hr. 423 
The superiority of Multi-Tile ACUTA became marginal at extremely high approach traffic 424 
demands of 2400 and 2850 veh/hr. 425 
 426 
Single-Tile ACUTA vs. Four-way Stop Control 427 
The single-tile ACUTA system has an undivided intersection mesh, and only one vehicle can 428 
occupy the entire intersection at a specific instant. From the perspective of field implementation, 429 
the single-tile ACUTA system is relatively easier to implement than the multi-tile ACUTA 430 
system. The single-tile ACUTA system is hence a promising replacement for the four-way stop 431 
intersection, considering that the operational characteristics of both the single-tile ACUTA and 432 
the four-way stop control are analogous. 433 

Similar to the comparison between signalized intersection and Multi-Tile ACUTA, a 434 
comparable four-way stop intersection was modeled in VISSIM to compare with single-tile 435 
ACUTA. The major difference between Single-Tile ACUTA and four-way stop control is that 436 
vehicles in ACUTA do not need to stop before their entry into the intersection. Additionally, at a 437 
four-way stop intersection, whoever gets to the stop line first goes first. This comparison aims at 438 
exploring the possibility of using Single-Tile ACUTA to replace four-way stop controlled 439 
intersections to accommodate autonomous vehicles in future. Results are summarized in Table 3. 440 
For better visualization, relationships between delays and traffic demands are depicted in Figure 441 
5.  442 

As shown in Figures 5.a through 5.d, delays of both single-tile ACUTA and four-way 443 
stop control increased as the approach traffic demand increased. Single-Tile ACUTA operated 444 
extremely well with a zero delay at an approach demand of 150 veh/hr, outperforming four-way 445 
stop control by 37.22 s/veh in terms of delay. Single-Tile ACUTA resulted in a reasonable delay 446 
of 27.16 s/veh at an approach demand of 300 veh/hr, while stop control had already reached its 447 
capacity with a large delay of 103 s/veh. When the approach traffic demand exceeded 300 448 
veh/hr, delay started to increase dramatically for both. Overall, delays experienced under Single-449 
Tile ACUTA were always less than delays at four-way stop control.  450 
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In summary, Single-Tile ACUTA performed more efficiently than four-way stop control. 451 
When the approach traffic demand exceeded 300 veh/hr, performance of Single-Tile ACUTA 452 
deteriorated and therefore, Multi-Tile ACUTA is recommended to replace Single-Tile ACUTA 453 
at those traffic demands.   454 
 455 
TABLE 3 Comparison of Operational Performance between Single-Tile ACUTA and the 456 
Four-Way Stop Control 457 

Four-Way Stop Single-Tile ACUTA 
Delay (s/veh) Delay (s/veh) 

Approach 
Traffic 

Demand 
(veh/hr) 

LT Thru RT Overall LT Thru RT Overall

150 40.54 34.62 41.80 37.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
300 110.44 96.30 114.48 103.00 27.88 28.32 20.92 27.16
600 449.50 545.16 567.22 520.02 477.50 397.40 351.50 410.80
800 783.56 820.18 866.56 816.32 680.50 668.80 675.80 673.20

2850 964.48 978.48 1034.90 981.98 949.30 965.80 982.40 964.00
 458 
 459 
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FIGURE 5 Performance comparison between Single-Tile ACUTA and a four-way stop 460 
intersection: (a) left-turn delay, (b) right-turn delay, (c) thru delay, and (d) overall delay 461 

 462 
 463 
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Sensitivity Analysis of ACUTA Parameters 464 
ACUTA has the following configurable parameters: (1) granularity, (2) ASL, (3) End location of 465 
NDZ, and (4) minimum speed to allow fixed-speed reservation (MINSAFSR).  466 

Sensitivity analyses were conducted on these four configurable parameters to investigate 467 
their impact on the operational performance of ACUTA. For each parameter, a series of 468 
intersection delays were observed by changing the value of the parameter and maintaining the 469 
other parameters at their default values. All simulations were performed under a medium 470 
approach demand of 1050 veh/hr, and PR’s parameters MSQV and MINQL were set to 0 mph 471 
and 3 vehs, respectively. Results of sensitivity analysis are summarized in Table 4. To visualize 472 
the magnitudes of the sensitivities on different parameters, the results are also depicted in Figure 473 
6.  474 

TABLE 4 Results of the Sensitivity Analyses 475 
Delay (s/veh) 

Factor Value
LT 

Overall 
Thru 

Overall 
RT 

Overall Overall

1 629.90 627.40 623.50 627.50 
2 282.00 309.30 321.50 303.40 
4 156.44 154.10 159.66 155.60 
8 2.16 1.98 1.60 1.98 

12 0.78 0.94 0.70 0.88 

Granularity 

*24 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.38 
25 0.20 0.38 0.38 0.32 

*35 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.38 
45 0.34 0.60 0.52 0.52 

Advance Stop Location (ASL), ft 

55 0.36 0.70 0.62 0.60 
*200 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.38 
250 0.38 0.66 0.64 0.58 
300 0.46 0.76 0.72 0.68 

End Boundary of Non-Deceleration Zone 
(EBNDZ), ft 

350 0.58 0.84 0.82 0.76 
10 1.62 2.00 1.86 1.88 
20 0.98 1.32 1.20 1.22 

*30 0.26 0.42 0.44 0.38 

Min Speed to Allow Fixed-Speed Reservation 
(MINSAFSR), mph 

40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
* denotes the default value of the corresponding parameter, which is used in sensitivity analysis of other parameters.  
 476 

According to Figure 6.a, intersection delay was extremely sensitive to model granularity. 477 
Intersection delay decreased rapidly as granularity increased from 1 to 8. After granularity 478 
reached 8, the reduction in the intersection delay became minor in magnitude. As shown in Table 479 
3, intersection delay was roughly halved every time granularity doubled. The second sensitive 480 
parameter is MINSAFSR. Delay dropped from almost 2 s/veh to 0 s/veh as minimum speed 481 
threshold increased from 10 mph to 40 mph, requiring more high-speed vehicles to accelerate as 482 
needed. In addition to granularity and MINSAFSR, delay also showed modest sensitivity to ASL 483 
and EBNDZ. As ASL or EBNDZ increased, delay increased at a relatively constant rate. 484 
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FIGURE 6 sensitivity of delay about different parameters: (a) granularity, (b) advance stop 485 

location (ASL), (c) end boundary of non-deceleration zone (EBNDZ), (d) min speed to 486 
allow fixed-speed reservation (MINSAFSR) 487 

 488 
 489 
CONCLUSIONS 490 
A next-generation intersection control algorithm for autonomous vehicles, ACUTA, was 491 
developed to address operational issues identified in previous reservation-based intersection 492 
control algorithms. Three operational enhancement strategies: advance stop location (ASL), non-493 
deceleration zone (NDZ) and priority reservation (PR) were introduced and incorporated in 494 
ACUTA. The evaluation results show that incorporating ASL or NDZ resulted in about 90% 495 
reduction in delays when compared to ACUTA without them. Incorporating PR had a limited 7% 496 
reduction in delay. 497 

To evaluate ACUTA’s operational benefits, comparisons were performed between the 498 
Single-Tile ACUTA and the four-way stop control, and between the Multi-Tile ACUTA and the 499 
optimized signal control. Evaluation results demonstrated that compared with the optimized 500 
signal control, Multi-Tile ACUTA increased left turn, right turn and through capacities by 37%, 501 
32%, and 31%, respectively. The overall approach capacity was increased by 33%. Further 502 
analysis on the v/c ratios indicates that the Multi-Tile ACUTA intersection could process 450 503 
more vehicles per hour per approach without being oversaturated than the optimized signalized 504 
intersection. As a result, the Multi-Tile ACUTA intersection caused considerably less delay than 505 
the optimized signalized intersection. The comparison between Single-Tile ACUTA and four-506 
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way stop control reveals that Single-Tile ACUTA caused significantly less delay than four-way 507 
stop control, when the approach traffic demand was less than 300 veh/hr. In summary, the results 508 
from both comparisons indicate the substantial advantage of ACUTA in terms of minimizing the 509 
delay and maximizing the intersection capacity.  510 

For a comprehensive understanding of how ACUTA can be configured to reach its 511 
optimal performance, a series of sensitivity analyses were conducted for four configurable 512 
parameters in ACUTA. Delay was found to be very sensitive to granularity of the ACUTA 513 
model. Delay can be stably low when granularity was set to 8 and higher values. Also, as the 514 
minimum speed to allow fixed-speed reservation (MINSAFSR) increased, delay decreased. As 515 
advance stop location (ASL) or end boundary of non-deceleration zone (EBNDZ) increased, 516 
delay increased. 517 

In conclusion, ACUTA proposed in this study has been evaluated to have excellent 518 
operational performance compared with optimized signal control and four-way stop control, and 519 
still has potential to be optimized by adjusting its configurable parameters.  520 

 521 
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